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Abstract1— In this paper, the expansion of feature points of 
the linear scale space is transformed into the classification of 
multi-scale data set within the same scale, which belongs to 
the classification of scale invariant non-equilibrium .The 
paper presents a sample approach based on kernel learning 
to solve classification on imbalance dataset by Support 
Vector Machine (SVM). The method first preprocesses the 
data by oversampling the minority class in kernel space, and 
then the pre-images of the synthetic samples are found 
based on a distance relation between kernel space and input 
space. Finally, these pre-images are appended to the original 
dataset to train a SVM. As a result, the inconsistency which 
is brought about by processing samples in different spaces is 
overcome. On the other hand, the sampling strategies of the 
method not only can decrease imbalanced rate of training 
dataset, but also can enlarge convex hull of the minority 
class. Consequently, the problem of the boundary skew can 
be amended more effectively. Experiments on real dataset 
indicate that the generalization performance of the result 
classifier is improved and the algorithm can work well on 
expanding the feature points stably for a certain scale. 
 
Index Terms—Kernel learning; Convex hull; Kernel space; 
Pre-image; Scale space 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Your goal is to simulate the usual appearance of papers 
in a Journal of the Academy Publisher. We are requesting 
that you follow these guidelines as closely as possible. 

In recent years, the technology of the linear scale space 
become the hot tool in the areas of computer vision, 
pattern recognition, image processing, which is more 
powerful in dealing with feature point detection and 
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extraction. For instance, the famous LOG operator [1] 
[2], DOG operator [3] [4], SIFT algorithm [5] and 
HARRIS - AFFINE algorithm search the feature points 
[6] all through locating of the cross-scale extreme value. 
The results of the follow-up identification and processing 
are depended on the number and stability of feature 
points. HARRIS points those different types of feature 
points can expand according to the relationship with the 
surrounding neighboring points. Mikolajczyk expands the 
multi-scale characteristic points [7] by utilizing the cross-
scale HARRIS operators. However, the number of feature 
points generating through extended algorithm meeting the 
basic stability are limited or even reduced. The paper 
presents a approach to expanding the invariable 
characteristic point by using the sampling method of 
Gaussian kernel function cooperating with the SVM 
algorithm on all levels of linear scale space, which 
classifying on imbalance dataset by means of kernel 
function and the condition of fixed scales to achieve the 
steady expansion of the original feature point set. The 
number of samples of the non-equilibrium data set is 
obviously less than other types of sample data sets, and 
traditional classification approaches, for example, 
decision tree and neural network are difficult to obtain 
satisfactory classification results on the non-equilibrium 
data set. 

Support Vector Machine (SVM) is a novel machine 
learning method developed on the basis of statistical 
learning theory, in view of the structural risk 
minimization principle; the SVM displays many unique 
advantages in solving the small sample, nonlinear and 
high dimensional pattern recognition problem. However, 
as with other classification method, the classification 
results with SVM in non-equilibrium data set are also 
dissatisfactory, the main reason is that the boundary skew 
training from SVM can shift to the minority class, so is 
easy to mistake the minority class. Researcher present 
many strategies to resolve this problem, mainly divided 
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into two categories: cost –sensitive learning and 
sampling. The cost –sensitive learning [9] [10] [11] 
reduces the offset degrees of classification hyperplane by 
introducing the penalty coefficient to error-classifying 
positive and negative class samples to improve the 
generalization performance of the results classifier. 
Nevertheless, this method needs to modify the 
classification algorithm, so it is inflexibility. Sampling 
law without modification of the classification algorithm 
preprocesses the data to reduce the degree of sample 
imbalance. The researchers [12] [13] [14] reduce the data 
sampling imbalances by under-sampling the negative 
class samples and obtain some achievements. However, 
the under-sampling ignoring the potential useful negative 
class samples, and they may reduce the capability of 
classifier [15]. In contrast with the under-sampling 
method, the up-sampling reduces the degree of data 
imbalance by increasing the number of positive class 
samples, the method receive the better result than the 
under-sampling due to its avoiding the loss of key 
samples. Representing for the SMOTE （ Synthetic 
Minority Over-sampling Technique ）  [16], the up-
sampling constructs the new positive samples by 
connecting the positive class with their neighbors to 
increase the number of positive class samples, and 
arousing widespread interest for its good results. From 
then on, many improved algorithm are proposed based on 
the SMOTE, for instance, Akbani introduces the SDC（
SMOTE with Different Costs)[17] combining the 
SMOTE with Cost-sensitive training. Yang Liu et al 
present the EnSVM （ Ensemble of SVM ） [18] 
combining the SMOTE with the Boost. The experiment 
demonstrates that, these methods have achieved better 
classification results in non-equilibrium data sets. 
However, the SMOTE algorithm operating in the input 
space, but SVM work in kernel space, the best samples 
constructed in the input space are not necessarily the best 
in kernel space, in addition, though, the in-sampling of 
the SMOTE can increase the density of the positive class 
samples and reduce data imbalances, it can not extend the 
convex hull formed by the positive class. When the 
original class of sample distribution is more concentrated, 
the offset correction of classification hyperplane with the 
algorithm is more limited, thus affecting the classification 
performance [19]. In view of this, the paper proposes a 
novel sampling algorithm, in which, the innovations are 
list as follows: the new algorithm synthesize new samples 
in kernel space, consequently, resolve the inconsistent 
data problem arising from dealing with training samples 
at different spaces; The sample mode of the new 
algorithm including the in-sampling and out-sampling, 
reduces the data imbalance and extend the convex hull 
formed by the positive class sample simultaneously. So it 
can correct the Hyperplanes offset problem the more 
progress and enhance the classification. 

II. BACKGROUNDS 

The researches of Koenderink (1987) and Lindeberg 
(1994) indicate that, under variety of reasonable 

assumptions, the only possible linear scale space kernel is 
Gaussian kernel, therefore, in the sense; the Gaussian 
scale space refers to the scale space. 

    

 
where, L(x,y) satisfies the thermal diffusion equation, 

and the cross-scale extremum of Gaussian difference 
function is similar to Laplacian extremum of Gaussian 
function, which can be used to select the feature points of 
the linear scale and location of scale-invariant, as shown 
in figure 1. 

Figure 1. Scale space and feature point’s location     
 

 ， 

 
     We can introduce the training process into the scale 
space especially for the nonlinear scale space named 
Gradient dependent diffusion: 

 
It belong to the following function in essence: 

 
Or the famous N order diffusion named 

 
As Bart.M said in the first stage, retina to LGN is 
completely uncommitted and we may not have something 
else as a linear stage. The RF’s in the LGN show a 
center-surround structure like this:   

Figure 2. Nonlinear  LGNScale space frame     
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Often not or barely mentioned, there is a massive 
projection of fiber backwards from primary cortex to 
LGN.So in the LGN frame the SVM and other similar 
tools can work in the scale space as it does in the normal 
space. However, it is widely expanded in the original 
space and which is known from B. M. ter Haar Romeny 
we need to take care of the accuracy for example 
considering the powerspectrum the square of the signal. 
The aliasing error can be defined as the relative integrated 
energy of the aliased frequencies over the total energy,as 
shown in figure 3: 

 
 

 
Figure 3. The error of changing calculate  space      

 
The essence of training SVM is to solve the optimal 
classification hyperplane problem, given training 

samples ( , ), 1, ...,i ix y i l= , where { 1,1},i i

hx R y∈ ∈ − , so 
the optimal classification hyperplane can be transformed 
into a quadratic optimization problem: 

  , ,
min
w b ξ   1

1

2

l
T

i
i

w w C ξ
=

+ ∑
,                                          (1) 

Subject to ( ( ) ) 1T
i i iy w x bϕ ξ+ ≥ − ,  0, 1, ..., .i i lξ ≥ =  

Where i
ξ , i=1,…,l is the relaxation factor, and C>0 is 

the penalty coefficient of the mistaken sample, utilizing 
the Lagrange multiplier method can obtain the dual 
problem of the mode (1): 

min
α    

1

2
T TQ eα α α−

,                                              (2) 

Subject to 0 , 1, ...,
i

C i lα≤ ≤ = , 0Ty α = . 

where e is a vector of 1, iα , i=1,…,l  are Lagrange 
multipliers, and Q is the symmetric matrix for l l× , 
which is called Hessian matrix. 

( , ) ( ) ( )i j

T
ij i j i j i jQ y y k x x y y x xϕ ϕ= =

，
( , )i jk x x

 is the 
kernel function, which corresponds to the nonlinear 

mapping : hR Fϕ ,  mapping the training samples 
from the input space to a kernel space F, in the nuclear 
space, the sample is linearly separable. The forms of 
classification hyperplane of functions from SVM training 
are follows: 

1

( ) ( , )
svN

i i i
i

f x y k x x bα
=

= +∑
.                                       (3) 

From the geometric point of view, the optimal 
classification hyperplane obtain by SVM training is 
perpendicular to the line, which is connected between the 
nearest points of the two convex hull composed by the 
positive and negative class samples, and divides it.(As 
shown in figure 4). Due to the smaller number of the 
positive class samples, for Non-equilibrium data set, the 
convex hull are less formed, which led to the 
classification hyperplane obtained from SVM training 
shift to the positive class data. Therefore, it is easy to 
mistake the positive class data into the negative data, thus 
affecting the classification results.   

Figure 4. Optimal classification hyperplane 

Ⅲ. SAMPLEING METHOD BASED ON KERNEL 
SPACE 

The sampling method presented in this section has two 
differences compared with the SMOTE commonly used 
at present. 

(1) The proposed sampling method work in kernel 
space. On the current, the up-sampling constructs the new 
samples in the original sample space, and then train in 
kernel space, which will generate the inconsistent 
problem of the data distribution in the nuclear space and 
original space. That is the better samples synthesized in 
the original space are not necessarily better in the view of 
data distribution in nuclear space. In order to avoid the 
inconsistencies of data distribution at different spaces and 
affect the generalization performance of learning 
machine, the sampling first mapping the original data to 
kernel space, then synthesizing the new samples in the 
kernel space, finally, doing the SVM training in the same 
nuclear space, so as to solve the problem of data 
inconsistencies.  
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(2) The proposed sampling method not only increases 
the samples and reduce the data imbalance, but also 
extend the convex hull formed by the positive class 
samples. For non-equilibrium data set, due to the small 
number of positive class samples, the formed convex hull 
is much smaller in most cases. According to the 
geometric interpretation of SVM shows, this will led to 
the classification hyperplane obtained from SVM training 
shift to the positive class data, thus affecting the 
classification results. The SMOTE constructs the new 
samples to increase the number of samples by connecting 
the two points of the positive class samples. However, the 
samples synthesized in this method are always within the 
convex hull, according to the definition of the convex 
hull, it can not extend the convex hull, even can reduce 
the convex hull, so it is difficult to correct the offset 
classification hyperplane effectively. Considering that, 
the proposed sampling method in this paper can not only 
synthesize the new samples in the positive class convex 
hull, but also construct the new positive class samples on 
the connection between the positive class sample and its 
negative class sample to extend the positive class convex 
hull. Consequently, it realizes the correction of offset 
classification hyperplane. 

A. Sampling strategy 

Suppose that 1 2{ , , ......, }nD x x x+ =
，

1 2{ , , ......, }n n mD x x x+ +
− =

，
h

ix R∈ , i=1,…,m are the 
preprocessing positive and negative class sample sets, the 
kernel function k( , ) associates with the nonlinear 

mapping, and the ϕ  maps the elements of D+
， D−

 
from input space into the kernel space F. The algorithm 
framework of samples synthesized in nuclear space is 
described as follows: 

Input: the positive and negative class sample sets D+

， D−
, nearest neighbor number k, N represents the ratio 

of the numbers of reconstruct positive class samples and 
the original sample| D+|  

Output: set of the synthetic positive class sample Ds 
getRandomPoint(S): any element back to the set S 
getFeatureNeighbors(x, S, k): the return values of k-

nearest neighbor of samples x obtained from set S in 
nuclear space 

getRandomNumber(value1,value2): return an arbitrary 
interval between the values (value1 value2) 

getNearestPoint(x,S): return the element in set S which 
nearest with x 

Algorithm: 
1)  T: = | D+|, :sD = ∅ ; 
2)  if N < 1  then  

3) :T N T⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦= × , N: = 1; 
4)  end if 

5)  N: = N⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ , Z: = D+; 
6)  for i := 1  to  T 
7) {xi: = getRandomPoint(Z); 

8) iD := getFeatureNeighbors (xi, ( ) { }iD D x+ − −∪  k); 
//computing k-nearest neighbors of x in all data sets 

9) iD+

 := iD D+∩
; iD−

 =: iD D−∩
;            

//obtaining the neighbors of the positive and negative 
class respectively 

10) PositiveNUM: = | iD+

|; NegativeNUM: = | iD−

|; 
11) if PositiveNUM <= NegativeNUM  then  

Continue; //the number of negative class neighbors is 
larger than the number of positive class neighbors, 
determine the sample is noise and do not synthesize the 
new samples 

12) /M N PositiveNUM k+ = ×⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ; M N M− += − ; 
           /* synthesizing the new sample between the 

sample and its positive class neighbor*/ 
13)  for j := 1  to  M+ 

14) {xj: = getRandomPoint ( iD+
);  

15) ijλ := getRandomNumber (0, 1); 

16) : ( ) ( ( ) ( ))ij i ij j iO x x xϕ λ ϕ ϕ= + × − ; // synthesizing the 
new sample in the nuclear space    (4) 

17) : { }s s ijD D O= ∪ ; 

18)  iD+
 := iD+

 – {xj} ;} 
           /* synthesizing the new sample between the 

sample and its negative class neighbor to extend the 
positive class convex hull */ 

19) for l := 1  to  M −
 

20)  {xl: = getNearestPoint (xi, iD−
);  

21) ilλ := getRandomNumber (0,1/2); 

22) : ( ) ( ( ) ( ))i iil il lO x x xϕ λ ϕ ϕ= + × − ; // synthesizing 
the new sample in the nuclear space                      
(5) 

23) : { }s s ilD D O= ∪ ; 

24)  iD−
 := iD−

 – {xl};} 
25)  Z: = Z – {xi};} 
26)  Return Ds 
The algorithm involves the distance calculation of 

sample points in the nuclear space, the distance of any 

two samples ( )xϕ , ( )yϕ in nuclear space is calculated as 
follow: 
|| ( ) ( ) || ( , ) 2 ( , ) ( , )x y k x x k x y k y yϕ ϕ− = − +       (6)

              

B.  Searching the preimage of the synthetic sample 
As can be seen from the Esq. (4) and (5), the synthetic 

sample of the nuclear space is expressed in the form of 
linear group of original sample in the nuclear space. For 
the unknown of mapping ϕ , so the synthesized samples 
can not be used for SVM training directly. It is necessary 
to search the preimage of the synthesized samples in 

input space to meet ( )ij iju Oϕ = . However, as the result of 
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the unknown nonlinear mapping
1 : hF Rϕ− → , so 

searching the accurate preimage 
1( )ij iju Oϕ −=  of the 

synthesized samples in the input space is impossible, only 
the approximate solution can be obtained by some other 
methods. This article adopts the strategy in literature [20], 
utilizing the distance relation between the input space and 
nuclear space to search the preimage zij of synthesized 
sample in the input space. 

The distance relation between the input space and the 
nuclear space must to be established first before 

confirming the preimage. At present, we only establish 
the distance relation for the isotropic Gaussian kernel 
function k(x,y)=K(||x-y||) when aiming at the linear scale 
space.  Considering the most widely used of this kernel 
function in practical application, the algorithm still has 
prominent practical applicability. In nuclear space, the 
distance between any element of the original positive 
class set D+ and the synthetic sample Oij is calculated as 
follow: 

    

2 2 2( , ( )) ( ( ) ( ( ) ( )), ( )) || ( ( ) ( ( ) ( ))) ( ) ||ij i ij j i i ij j il l l l ld O x d x x x x x x x xϕ ϕ λ ϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ λ ϕ ϕ ϕ= + × − = + × − −      (7)                      
2 2( , ) 2( 1) ( , ) 2 ( , ) ( 1) ( , ) 2 (1 ) ( , ) ( , )ij i ij j ij i i ij ij i j ij j jl l l lk x x k x x k x x k x x k x x k x xλ λ λ λ λ λ= − − − + − + − +

 
For Gaussian kernel function, the distance 

2( ( ), ( ))ijl ld u xϕ ϕ between the xl and the preimage of Oij in 

the nuclear space and the distance 
2( , )ijl ld u x  between the 

xl and the preimage of Oij in the input space maintain the 
following relationship: 

2 2( ( ), ( )) || ( ) ( ) || ( , ) 2 ( , ) ( , )ij ij ij ij ijl l l l l ld u x u x k u u k u x k x xϕ ϕ ϕ ϕ= − = − +
 

2 2 2 22 2 exp( || || /(2 )) 2 2 exp( ( , ) / (2 ))ij ijl l lu x d u xσ σ− − − = − −
 

2 2 21( , ) 2 ln(1 ( ( ), ( )))
2ij ijl l l ld u x d u xσ ϕ ϕ⇒ = − −

.                                                        (8) 

For 
2 2( , ( )) ( ( ), ( ))ij ijl l l ld O x d u xϕ ϕ ϕ= , according to the 

Esq.(7) and (8), we can obtain 
2( , )ijl ld u x , which is the 

distance between the sample xl and the preimage of Oij in 
the input space. Generally, the distance between the 
sample and its neighbor plays an important role in the 
process of determining the location of sample point, so in 
the process of solving the uij, we mainly consider the 
distance between synthetic sample Oij in the nuclear 

space and its neighbors 1 2{ ( ), ( ),..., ( )}ij ij ij
tx x xϕ ϕ ϕ  in the input 

space (using quadratic to measure). Defining vector as 
follow: 

2 2 2 2
1 2[ , ,..., ]T

td d d d= ,                                                  (9) 
Where dl, l=1,…,t is the distance between the 

preimage of Oij and its neighbor in the input space. The 
literature [20] adopts the distance constraint between the 
some unknown coordinate point and other point to 
confirm the coordinate in the space, the author references 

the idea for searching the preimage uij of Oij in the input 
space. 

IV.  RESULTS AND ANALYSIS OF TEST 

Overlapping test has been applied here, dividing four 
parts of each data set, ensure every divided set with the 
same non-balance rate. In every test, three of them are 
used as training set and others as testing set. Here the 
final result is the average. Gauss function is used for all 
tests, C of LIBSVM and σ of Gauss function is gotten as 
the optimization by overlapping testing ten times based 
on a small random data set. 

A.  Technical norm 
Table 2 is garble matrix, TP-Positive samples Qty, TN-

Negative samples Qty, FP-forecast Positive samples Qty, 
FN-Negative samples Qty. 

TABLE I 
PAPERS DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA SET 

Data set Total samples Positive samples Qty Negative samples Qty Non-balance rate 
Car 1,728 69 1,659 24.04 
Glass 214 29 185 6.38 
Phoneme 5,404 1,586 3,818 2.41 
Pima 768 268 500 1.87 
Segmentation 210 30 180 6 

 
TABLE Ⅱ 

THE CONFUSION MATRIX FOR TWO TYPES OF PROBLEMS 
 

 Forecast Positive Forecast Negetive 
Actual positive TP FN 
Actual negative FP TN 
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In the application of non-balance data set, dividing 
result is focused on as [7][9]： 

                      g acc acc+ −= ⋅                                (20) 
Technical norm of algorithm effective, here： 

     
,TPacc

TP FN
+ =

+  
,TNacc

TN FP
− =

+                       (21) 

We see: acc+
， acc− acc+

( acc−
)  lower, g smaller 

means more errors for divisions of samples with small 
number. Moreover, the cost is higher of wrong division. 

B. Result and analysis 
Results of test as table 3： 

 
 

TABLE III 
 THE G VALUE OF DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS 

Data set SVM SMOTE Kernel_SMOTE The Proposed Method 
Car 0 0.9884 0.9875 0.9910 

Glass 0.8658 0.9236 0.9328 0.9527 
Phoneme 0.8276 0.8347 0.8543 0.8556 

Pima 0.7119 0.7456 0.7833 0.7820 
Segmentation 0.9184 0.9773 0.9865 0.9884 

Average 0.5540 0.8939 0.9089 0.9139 
 

In above five data set, SVM gets the smallest g, ours 
gets the highest g and Kernel_SMOTE get the value of g 
larger than one by SMOTE. This means consistency issue 
between atomic space and primary space can be handled 
by the mentioned algorithm. And, the distributed feature 
is more similar with ones of primary space. Meanwhile, 
except Pima data set, g values gained by the mentioned 

algorithms are higher than ones by Kernel_SMOTE. This 
means: if with expanding outward shell generated by 
positive samples, it will more effective to deal with the 
issue of hyperplanefaraway. And the classifiergained by 
the mentioned way is with better feature of 
generalization. 

 

 
Figure 5. Linear scale space image of CT test image one 

Figure 6. Non-linear scale space image of CT test image 
 

Brain CT scanning photo with clear changes has been 
selected. The space is as showing as Figure 5,6. SIGMA 
(N) =SIGMA (N-1)*SIAMA (N-1), SIGMA1=0.707. 
Expanding features of each level in scale space by using 
mentioned algorithm sampling with SVM algorithm, 

SIFT based on LOG operator, HARRIS operator in scale 
and across-scale HARRIS-AFFINE. Changes of 
expanding feature are recorded from SIGMA1 to 
SIGMA5 as Table 4. HARRIS-AFFINE operator 
generates least features whether in high scale or low scale 
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because repeating sampling occurs based on LOG 
operator with better stability. If with the same stability, 
the mentioned algorithm is with most expanding features 
in low scale. In high scale, only the qty of expanding 
features generated by Harris is larger than one by ours. 

But there are without two properties: across-scale 
property and scale fixity by using HARRIS operator. So 
the mentioned algorithm is advanced in the aspect of 
stability, translationrotation fixity and sample quantity. 

 
 

TABLE IV 
FEATURE POINT VALUE OF DIFFERENT ALGORITHMS EXTENSION 

 
Scale LOG HARRIS HARRISAFFINE The Proposed Method 

SIGMA1 1328 1589 1207 1602 
SIGMA2 1109 1018 934 1133 
SIGMA3 906 973 870 925 
SIGMA4 352 492 348 461 
SIGMA5 22 33 19 32 

 

V.  SUMMARY 

For latest target of expanding characteristic points in 
scale space, a new algorithm has been mentioned in this 
paper, which is effective in atomic space for keeping 
training samples' consistency in different space; 
Otherwise, increasing qty of positive samples, decreasing 
negative ones and expanding the outward shell formed by 
positive ones make more efficient to deal with the 
faraway of positive hyperplane. Next step, the 
improvement of this algorithm should be made with more 
strong suitability in more different assignments.   
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